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#Hrudai Batini Hw7

read "/Users/hb334/Documents/M7.txt";
with(Statistics):
with(LinearAlgebra);
Help7();

 GR(p,i,N), GRt(p,i,N),  GRm(N,p), OneStepMarkov(P,i), MarkovTrip(P,K), StSa(P,K) ,  StS(P), 
StSp(P,K), RandSM(N)  
#1
EstGR := proc(p,i,N,K)
local c,prob,r,cle;
r := 0;
c := 0;
prob := 0;
while r<K do 
cle := GRt(p,i,N);
prob := prob + cle[1]; 
c := c + cle[2];
r := r+1;
end do;
prob := prob/K;
c := c/K;
print('ProbabilityOfExitingAWinner',prob); print
('AverageDurationOfGame',c); RETURN([prob,c]);
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end proc;
EstGR(0.5,5,10,100);

#2
#A) The given linear homogeons equation is true becuase it takes 
into account the probablity of a fair coin, 1/2 being equal for 
either a head or tails. The possibility of losing is just as 
likely as the possibilty of winning and the boundary conditions 
are the possibilties of achieving the goal at N and losing at 0. 
To infinity the probablity of this problem is 1/2 as the 
reccurence conditions are only 0 and 1. 
#B) The closed form expression yN(i) = i/N satisfies the 
recurrence as plugging it into the reccurence returns i/N for all
values of i. The value of 0 for i would return 0 for the 
probabilty and N for i would return 1. Hence the losing and 
winning conditions are taken into account and the explicit 
formula xN(i) = i/N can be established. 
#C) The linear reccurence is true for deptermingin the number of 
rounds as this specific problem is simplified to the number of 
coin flips equates to the number of rounds. The boundary 
conditions of 0 and N are set to 0 becuase atleast 1 flip is 
required at the most minimal conditon for this problem and that 
constraint is accounted for in the equation with the +1 outside 
the 1/2(...).
#D) Plugging in zN(i) = i(N-i) into the recurrence returns, i(N-
i). The boundary conditons are the same as when i=0 and N; the 
value returns to 0. Hence the reccurence is equal to EN(i) = i(N-
i).

#3
ExactFairGR:= proc(i,N)
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local x, c, XN,d;
x:=i;
c:=0;
while 0<x and x<N do
XN := RandomVariable(Bernoulli(i/N));
c:= c+1;
 d:=trunc(Sample(XN,1)[1]);
if d=0 then
    x:=x-1;
else
x:=x+1;
end if;
end do;
RETURN([i/N,c]);
end proc;
x:= 1;
while x<=19 do
ExactFairGR(x,20);
EstGR(1/2,x,20,3000);
end do;

#4 #k=4000 was causing the software to crash repeatededly. 
p := RandSM(10):
StSa(p,400);
evalf(StSp(p,400));
evalf(StS(p));
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#Hrudai Battini Problem 6 Hw7
with(Statistics):
# Optional 6
EstimateProbSum := proc(p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,N1,N2,K1,K2)
local k1,k2,a,b,c,d,e,f,p,x,ps;
a:=0;
b:=0;
c:=0;
d:=0;
e:=0;
f:=0;
ps:=0;
k2:= 0;
p :=0;
while(k2<K2) do
x:=0;
k1:=0;
while(k1<K1) do
p:= rand(0.0..1.0);
if(p()<p1) then a:= 1+a;
elif(p()>p1) and (p()<=(p2+p1)) then b:= b+2;
elif(p()>(p1+p2)) and (p()<=(p3+p2+p1)) then c:= c+3;
elif(p()>(p1+p2+p3)) and (p()<=(p4+p3+p2+p1)) then d:= d+4;
elif(p()>(p1+p2+p3+p4)) and (p()<=(p5+p4+p3+p2+p1)) then e:= e+5;
elif(p()=1) or (p()>(p5+p4+p3+p2+p1)) then f:= f+6;
end if;
k1 := k1 + 1;
end do;
if(a>=N1) and (a<=N2) then x:= 1;
elif(b>=N1) and (b<=N2) then x:=1;
elif(c>=N1) and (c<=N2) then x:=1;
elif(d>=N1) and (d<=N2) then x:=1;
elif(e>=N1) and (e<=N2) then x:=1;
elif(f>=N1) and (f<=N2) then x:=1; 
end if; 
if(x=1) then ps:= ps+1; end if;

k2 :=k2+1;
end do;
print(ps);
RETURN(ps/K2);
end proc;
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> > EstimateProbSum(1/6,1/6,1/6,1/6,1/6,1/6,100,330,360,1000);
1
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EstimateProbSum(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.5,100,430,470,1000);
9

1000


